How do you analyze the present situation of inter-organizational relations?

Research on Inter-Organizational Relations (IOR) is located at the margins of International Relations (IR) only. Still, this follows from the dominance of state-centric perspectives which kept the discipline in check for many decades. State-centrism brought forward a concept of international organizations as instruments created by states to foster state goals. Bit by bit, this view was challenged by concepts of international organizations as arenas or (bureaucratic) actors (Rittberger/Zangl 2003). Increasing criticism of state-centrism notwithstanding, however, the discipline’s focus remained on relations between states and international organizations. As these relations have been conceived mostly ‘vertically’ (with states as principals and international organizations as agents, for instance) it was only recently that a focus on the ‘horizontal’ dimension, that is, relations among international organizations themselves, gained considerable attention from IR scholars. This is particularly remarkable as inter-organizational relations started to become topical in other disciplines more than fifty years ago (Oliver 1990). The first to mention is sociology with its social exchange theory developing since the late 1950s as well as its turn to societal environments and an understanding of organizations as open systems in or rather since the 1970s. In other disciplines such as economics and management studies, but also in administration studies inquiries into relationships between firms and between government agencies set in during the 1960s. And even though these disciplines were and are hardly concerned with international organizations, IR scholars and all other students of world politics who share an interest in inter-organizational relations surely can learn a lot from the research experiences that their colleagues from neighbouring disciplines have made in past decades.

Correspondingly, the few (but after all rapidly increasing) pieces of work dealing with inter-organizational relations in IR are markedly (but not exclusively) inspired by the sociology of organizations. The most influential approaches to date are resource dependency, that is, a kind of extended or differentiated social exchange theory, and sociological neo-institutionalism, also referred to as the Stanford School. In terms of rationalism versus constructivism – the most successful (but far from undisputed) attempt to structure IR since the late 1980s (Fearon/Wendt 2002) – resource dependency sides with rationalism, whereas sociological neo-institutionalism sides with constructivism. Proponents of resource dependency argue that organizations not only face external constraints such as an uncertain environment and the need for resources but, in the wake of this, also a trade-off between the acquisition of resources and the
maintenance of autonomy. Hence, organizations engage with their environment (that is, other organizations) to gain or participate in others’ resources; and in doing so they risk losing their autonomy (Cook 1977). Sociological neo-institutionalists, starting from the distinction between an organization and its environment as well, point to the role of institutionalized, socially legitimated elements in an environment. It is these elements, certain values, norms, expectations, or organizational forms, for instance, to which an organization adapts, integrating these elements into its own formal structure. Strategies of emulation like these bring about structural similarities (isomorphism) among organizations in similar realms of activity or rather organizational fields (Meyer/Rowan 1977; DiMaggio/Powell 1983).

In addition to approaches inspired by (rather rationalist) resource dependency and (rather constructivist) sociological neo-institutionalism two more accounts on inter-organizational relations can be found somewhat prominently in IR: network as well as global governance approaches. Like resource dependency both accounts can also be qualified as rationalist. Network approaches are rooted in the sociological theory of the same name – a theory which addresses social relations located somewhere between interaction and organization (in terms of Luhmann’s tripartite distinction of social systems, that is, interaction, organization, and society); global governance is rooted in regime theory (Krasner 1982) and (thus) can be grasped as an IR-specific contribution to the study of inter-organizational relations. Another (and complementary) way to distinguish between resource dependency, network approaches, global governance accounts, and sociological neo-institutionalism is not to refer to them as either rationalist (the first three of them) or constructivist (the fourth of them) but to look at what their major cognitive interest is or rather what their primary focus is on. For this purpose, (at least) three such primary foci can be separated from each other: a focus on who is interacting (organizations), a focus on how interaction takes place (as inter-organizational relations), and a focus on what the result of this interaction is (contributions to global order).

Seen from this angle, (rationalist) resource dependency and (constructivist) sociological neo-institutionalism have in common that their major cognitive interest or primary focus is on organizations and the action ascribable to them. Besides, it becomes possible to distinguish the three rationalist versions of analyzing inter-organizational relations by means of their primary foci on who is interacting (resource dependency: organizations), on how this interaction takes place (network accounts: as or in networks), and on what the result of this interaction is (global governance accounts/ regime theory: contributions to global order).
As far as the situation in IR is concerned most accounts to grasp inter-organizational relations appear in more or less 'pure' forms or exhibit rather clear theoretical priorities at least. See, for instance, Hensell (2015) and Dingwerth/Pattberg (2009) for sociological neo-institutionalism; Brosig (2014, 2011) for resource dependency; Biermann (2008) for a network account; or Gehring/Faude (2013) and Gehring/Oberthür (2009) for global governance/regime theory. Compared to the heydays of paradigmatic debates in IR, however, scholars with a research interest in inter-organizational relations, for better or for worse, do not (yet) seem to worry about demarcating their approaches from others too strictly or as an end in itself. Be this as it may, what can also be observed in this context is that security issues figure most prominently among IR accounts on inter-organizational relations so far (Hensell 2015; Brosig 2014, 2011; Varwick/Koops 2009; Koops 2009; Biermann 2009, 2008).

**In your opinion, how will the situation likely evolve over the next five years?**

Given that studying inter-organizational relations in IR, still, is in its ‘infancy’ a minimum expectation for the next five years might be that a kind of consolidation of this research area will take place. Such a consolidation could contain a noticeable increase in the visibility of inter-organizational relations due to a rise of corresponding conference papers, journal articles, dissertations and other kinds of monographs, as well as edited volumes. In terms of content, compatibility and plausibility checks of the assumptions guiding the various approaches to analyze inter-organizational relations would need to be conducted. Such a consolidation might be a kind of (research) armistice.
would surely be good to have. Scholars might ask: How do specific combinations of assumptions differ from those that are guiding other IOR approaches? What do these assumptions enable researchers to see, and what do they preclude them from seeing? Along similar lines, the consolidation hoped for could particularly be advanced by an increase in the levels of reflection and explication of the above-mentioned accounts’ socio-theoretical and methodological premises as well as their political and societal implications. To wit: Upon what kind of pictures of (world) society are the approaches built? What kind of knowledge do they produce, how, and to the benefit and detriment of whom?

Given that IR scholars have traditionally ‘imported’ knowledge from other disciplines on a grand scale the next five years in studying IOR will likely be characterized by a continuation of this trend. After resource dependency, sociological neo-institutionalism, and network accounts have already been applied to IR the potential of some other approaches for the study of world politics waits to be fully explored, among them trust-based accounts (MacDuffie 2011; Isett/Provan 2005) and inter-organizational learning (Dahl 2014), but also several attempts to bring various approaches together such as institutionalism and Bourdieu’s theory of the habitus (Emirbayer/Johnson 2008); resource dependency, institutionalism, and network accounts (Guo/Acar 2005); transaction cost economics and organization theory (Dekker 2004); or resource dependency and network accounts (Gulati/Gargiulo 1999). In light of these manifold opportunities to be seized students of world politics could critically observe what kind of discussions on IOR are going on in economics and management studies, administration studies and sociology. In so doing they should not only ask how their research might benefit from these discussions and alternative approaches but also, as stated above, reflect on how the knowledge they are about to ‘import’ fits with (the) other assumptions they rely on.

What are the structural long-term perspectives?

The structural long term perspectives for the study of inter-organizational relations’ establishment as a cornerstone of IR might – to a substantial degree – depend on how convincingly its protagonists will respond to core questions in the course of the next decades. Prominently among these questions might figure the following:

- What kinds of concepts of relations guide inter-organizational relations in IR and the study of world politics, and how are these concepts related to the concepts of cooperation, conflict, and competition?
- Is it possible to systematize or typify inter-organizational relations (like students of management, for instance, do when distinguishing between joint ventures, networks, and consortia as tightly coupled as well as alliances, trade associations, and interlocking directorates as less tightly coupled; Barringer/Harrison 2000)? And if so, are concepts such as co-operative, competitive, conflict-ridden, legitimizing, or recognition-promoting instructive in this matter? Moreover in this
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What kinds of contributions to world order are made by inter-organizational relations,
and how do they take place? Which kinds of inter-organizational relations weaken or
strengthen the meaning and power of certain ideas with relevance for world politics and
world order such as peace, security, human rights, sovereignty, or the maximization of
profits?

In diligently elaborating on this agenda of questions students of inter-organizational
relations might be on the right track to successfully establish this still rather novel
branch of research (as far as politics and order beyond states is concerned) as an
accepted and (widely) acknowledged academic activity. Besides, they will surely
contribute to the transformation of International Relations in this way – a transformation
to a discipline which more adequately will be termed World Politics Research or
similar. Such a discipline will not only be concerned with relations among states but
also with relations among all other structures of corporate practice (Franke/Roos 2010)
with relevance for world politics and world order, be it international organizations,
informal fora, nongovernmental organizations, business enterprises, or else. The focus
of this discipline, however, will simultaneously be on who is interacting, on how this
interaction takes place, and on what this interaction brings about.
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organizations, or else—and their contributions to world order. His main research interest is on reconstructing both the core beliefs that guide the action of superpower rivalry. Inspired by the philosophy and social theory of Classical Pragmatism, his current work focuses on understanding how inter-organizational relations contribute to the transformation of International Relations in ways that simultaneously advance or undermine world order such as peace, security, human rights, sovereignty, or the maximization of cooperation and coordination. What kinds of contributions to world order are made by inter-organizational relations, for better or for worse, do not (yet) seem to worry about demarcating their research area.

In your opinion, how will the situation likely evolve over the next five years? How do you analyze the present situation of inter-organizational relations? How do you assess the potential of some other approaches to bring various approaches together such as resource dependency, sociological neo-institutionalism, and network analysis? How do you see the consolidation of this trend? After resource dependency, sociological neo-institutionalism, and network analysis, can the potential of some other approaches to bring various approaches together such as resource dependency, sociological neo-institutionalism, and network analysis?

To wit: Upon what kind of pictures of (world) society are the approaches based? What kinds of assumptions differ from those that are guiding other IOR approaches? What do these assumptions rely on? What are the opportunities to be seized in the study of inter-organizational relations? Another (and complementary) way to understand the study of inter-organizational relations is to foster state goals. Bit by bit, this view was challenged by concepts of international relations, for better or for worse.
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